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Mobile Stand 
ST33
Move and play anytime anywhere.
Create collaborative spaces anywhere with our mobile 
stand and tutortouch interactive panel.

With its simple and durable design change the static way 
of presenting by creating different viewing points with your 
tutortouch Interactive Panel.

Interchange the position of your panel to create varied 
seating layouts for large groups or intimate spaces for 
collaboration.
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sizes

Create Open Collaboration Space
Anytime Anywhere

Stylish and Simple  |  Stable and Durable  |  Tray Storage

75’’
65’’

86’’
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Modernize your 
meeting room.

Stable and 
Durable.

Move Easily 
Collaborate 

Freely.

Fusion of fine line 
design and matte 

arc redefine the 
agile elegancy of 

your space.

The wide based 
castors & high 

arches create a 
sleek centre of 

gravity.
Mobile stand that 
allows for smooth 

movement. 

Tray Storage.

Keep all your 
accessories organized.

With 360-degree 
rotation, turn 

any area into a 
inclusive space.

Mobile Stand ST33
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Mobile Stand ST33

Dimension (L×W×H) (mm)

Operation Temperature

Screw Accessory Package

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

ACCESSORIES

Max Load (kg)

Max Load Size

Dimension with Package (L×W×H) (mm)

Operation Humidity

Installation Manual

Gross Weight (kg)

Storage Humidity

Net Weight (kg)

Storage Temperature

100

1160 × 661 × 1597

0°C - 40°C

×1

Recommend no more than 86 inch

1625 × 765 × 160

10% - 90%RH

×1

23

10% - 90%RH

18

-20°C -60°C

Castors Size

Matching Wall Mount

Castors Type (mute / Non-mute)

Colour

mute

Gray (bracket), Black (Hanging Bracket & Castor)

3 inch

WIB6540A / WIB9040A / WIB9060F / WIB9060G

The product pictures of this specification only indicate that there may be slight difference in product effects 
(included but not limited to appearance, color and size). Please refer to the product.

Due to the influence of product configuration and manufacturing process, the actual size/weight of the fuselage 
may differ.

In order to provide accurate specification parameters and product characteristics as much as possible, it is possible 
to adjust and revise the text description and picture effect of this specification in real time, so as to match the actual 
product performance, specifications and other information.

No special notice will be given if necessary.

DISCLAIMER

visit our website
for more
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